Artifacts in ultrasonic contrast agent studies.
Intravenously injected ultrasonic contrast agents making use of encapsulated gas microbubbles have excellent clinical potential for both color and spectral Doppler studies. However, a number of artifacts are associated with sonographic contrast agent measurements. Three artifacts were identified: (1) color "blooming," (2) increased maximum Doppler shift, and (3) spectral "bubble noise." Experiments have been conducted with Albunex and Levovist. These agents were injected into rabbits and humans to allow the cause of the artifacts to be established. Color blooming occurs soon after the bolus injection and is seen as gray scale pixels changing to color display. This is caused by the increase in flow signal strength. The apparent increase in the maximum Doppler shift frequency is due to the limited dynamic range of the spectral display. Only signals above a certain threshold are visible. As the Doppler signal power is enhanced, the highest frequency visible also increases. Finally, very large excursions can sometimes be seen in the spectral display (bubble noise). These might be due to either the breakdown of microbubbles or individual very large bubbles. The color blooming and bubble noise artifacts are easily identifiable and will not influence diagnostic management. The increase in peak Doppler shifts is more troublesome as it prevents comparison of spectral parameters obtained before and after injection of contrast agent.